Barnsley Integrated Care Partnership Group:
ICS TEG Update (14 October 21)
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Health and Care Bill - Update
House of Commons

1st Reading – completed 6 July 2021
2nd Reading – completed 14 July 2021
Committee stage
•
Current stage, expected to complete by 2 November 2021
•
Committee sits on various dates, including today, 16 September 2021
•
Involves detailed examination of Bill with amendments proposed and made
Report
3rd Reading

House of Lords

1st Reading
2nd Reading
Committee stage
Report stage
3rd Reading

Final Stages

Consideration of amendments
Royal Assent – target date 1 April 2022
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ICP Development Plan – Progress Update
▪

In February Design Team (Task & Finish) set up to by BICPG to develop proposals for how our place
partnership might use the direction set out in the NHS White Paper to strengthen further partnership
working in Barnsley.

▪

Working to agreed Terms of Reference, with partnership reps to deliver 8 objectives (reaffirmed
ambition in September)

▪

Through the Design Team and supported by Hill Dickinson a place agreement has been co-produced
which sets out vision and principles of partnership working.

▪

Finalised Place Agreement has been signed off by ICPG and is currently going through the governance of
the partnership organisations sovereign boards, eta completion end October.

▪

Utilising the SYB Design Matrix, the Design Team carried out a gap analysis against the 13 domains,
identify key focus areas of work to inform an outline ICP Development Plan

▪

Following the Health and Care Bills second reading and Government summer recesses a suite of
guidance documents have been released by NHSE with regards to ICS transition, and the Design Team
have been working through this to further develop ICP development plan.
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NHS Guidance stocktake…guidance already issued
ICS People Function: Sets out the strategic people capabilities, outcomes and responsibilities that
statutory ICSs will be expected to deliver, and the people and workforce responsibilities of regional teams
and national bodies in support of that.

ICSs and the Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise Sector: a resource to help colleagues
in all sectors to involve the VCSE sector as a strategic transformation partner in ICSs

Thriving Places: guidance to support ICSs and places define their place-based partnership arrangements
in advance of transitioning to statutory ICS arrangements, as required in the NHS planning guidance for
2021/22.

Guidance to ICS partners on working with People and Communities: resource to support
partners in ICSs to involve people and communities to improve health and wellbeing, support
transparency and tackle inequalities.

Collaborating at Scale (Provider Collaboratives): guidance on the benefits, capabilities and governance
of provider collaboratives and their role in systems.

ICS Establishment: Transfer of Functions ICS Establishment Guidance: Due diligence, transfer
due diligence, transfer of people and property from CCGs to ICBs and CCG close down and due
diligence checklist

Good Practice Guide to Provider Working in collaboration with Local Government: including case
studies, produced in partnership with Solace.

ICS Readiness to Operate Statement (ROS): Guidance and checklist

Clinical and Care Professional Leadership within ICSs: Principles and framework for ICSs to use when
establishing arrangements.

HR Framework: Technical guidance to support people change, based on the HR and change
principles, including detailed ESR transition guidance and FAQs.

ICS ‘What Good Looks Like’ Framework (digital and data): describing the core capabilities and timeline
for development over 21/22 and 22/23.

Pre-delegation assessment framework: this will be used to assess ICSs which want to take on
delegated functions in April 2022

ICS Intelligence Toolkit: includes Intelligence functions case studies, PHE skills mapping tool, a data
linking guide, and a ‘Better Decisions Through Data’ pack highlighting areas that different decision makers
at system, place and neighbourhood will need to understand from a population health perspective

Interim guidance on the functions and governance of the integrated care board: sets out
proposed core components of ICB governance arrangements as outlined in the Health and Care Bill
and ICS Design Framework.

Integrated Care Board Model Constitution template

Delivering together for residents: How collaborative working in places and communities can
make a difference:

Integrated Care Partnership (ICP) engagement document: joint document from DHSC, NHSEI and LGA
– document intended to help systems prepare to establish ICPs from April 2002
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NHS Guidance stocktake…guidance awaited
‘A toolkit which will enable ICSs to have a starting point as to what good
looks like for their ‘to be’ architecture’

ICS Establishment Timeline: for use by CCGs and existing ICSs

ICB Financial Governance and Reporting guide: guidance and template to
support systems to set up their finance governance processes.

Code of Governance for NHS Provider Trusts: common framework for corporate
governance of NHS provider trusts in context of ICS, system working and
collaboration

Guidance on deployment of ICB resource at place: guidance on the deployment
of ICB resources, including information on allocations, financial governance,
payment and contracting

Guidance on quality assurance and risk management

How-to guide: on developing population-based blended payment models

Guidance to support joint commissioning arrangements

Provider Selection Regime response…….

Standard delegation agreement: to be used to enable the delegation of NHSEI’s
primary care functions in April 2022.
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Establishing the Integrated Care Board

hilldickinson.com
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Recruit its ICB
members (CEO end
Nov; other
Execs/senior roles and
Partner members
before end Q4)

Set out its governance
and leadership
arrangements in a
constitution formally
approved by NHSEI
(final end Q4)

Confirm how its
commissioning
functions will be
organised across ICS
including as between
ICB and Place (by end
Q3)

Develop a “functions
and decision map”
showing arrangements
with ICS partners to
support good
governance and
dialogue with
stakeholders
(understood by public)
(final end Q4)

Next Steps – Agreed at Design Team and ICPG
▪ Design Team has met once since last CCG Governing Body, given consideration to recently
released ‘Thriving places’ guidance and agreed to further work up the following areas:
o Functional mapping – to be delivered at place (DT session scheduled for 06/10)
o Governance – operating model to deliver agreed functions

▪ In doing so the output of this, will be worked up into a clear proposal to engage and agree
with ICS colleagues (Target end Q3 (Oct to Dec) for all ICS to have “Discussions and decisions
on commissioning arrangements at place and a functions & governance map)
▪ Design Team will also further develop the outline ICP development plan in light of all the
released guidance for a detailed discussion at the October ICPG meeting, highlighting gaps
and areas that require a decision/resolution to progress.
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